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Next meeting March 8th 1930s art deco radios, chrome chassis and intricate wood design radios

The E.H.Scott AllWave 27 stories and discussion by David Wilson
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Minutes NMRCC Meeting 2/9/2020 by Chuck Burch
The pre-meeting auction had a large
variety of electronic stuff including
tubes, test equipment, radios, books,
Geiger counter equipment, and a highend power conditioner. We had 33 in
attendance which included several club
meeting we had not seen in a while
plus several visitors from Quelab.
Shortly after the auction, the meeting
was called to order by President David
Wilson. A special plague remembering
recently deceased charter club meeting
Don Menning was presented by
NMRCC to his son Peter Menning.
The club is also giving a donation of
$500 in memory of Don to Quelab
which Don helped to create.
The monthly theme was tube boxes,
old radio books, textbooks, and documents & advertising items related to
radios and broadcasting.
• Chuck Burch discussed books he
uses to identify unknown radios. Gerald Larsen’s Locator book has the radios covered in the Rider’s repair manuals organized by tube count, the output
tubes, rectifier and other tubes starting
at the antenna. Using the tubes in a
radio, you get a list of radios in Riders
that have that tube complement which
provides candidate models for your
radio. You can also use the Locator to
sometimes get a schematic similar to
your radio if you are unable to find a
schematic for it. He also showed Mark
Stein’s books which have pictures of
most radios made in 1930-1950 and
also the Sams Radios of the Baby
Boom Era books which have pictures
of most tube radios made after WWII.
• Richard Majestic brought in a collection of tubes with interesting boxes
or high-end tubes. He also showed a
collection of Majestic tubes.
• Mark Toppo showed a nice collection of brochures that Zenith made during WWII that were distributed to employees. The brochures highlighted
Zenith employees on company leave
that were serving in the military during
the war.
• David Wilson showed a variety of
original manuals and brochures of the
Zenith Stratosphere. One had an excellent color picture of the stratosphere
that he used in restoring his Strato-

sphere to ensure he matched the original finish. He also showed an interesting Chief tube box.
• Steve Shepard showed an oscilloscope tube.
• Greg Palmer showed a 1935
Whole Radio catalog that besides radios and parts also had Lionel trains.
• Lars Roose showed a December
1926 Radio Broadcasting magazine
that had a neat cover. He also discussed a book he found called the
Secret History of WWII that was
loaded with interesting information.
• John Anthes showed 3 Deforest
metal container cans that were barn
finds from Connecticut. One contained a 1907 Deforest DV2 tube and
another contained a DV5 Audion.
John also showed his 1924 Deforest
D12 radio and antenna.
• Andy Baron showed literature on
his Philco 680 radio and Edison inventions.
• John Clough showed a beautiful
RC400 porcelain radio made by Radio Ceramics of California.
• Hopper Chu showed a blue mirror clock he has remirrored and discussed the problems he encountered.
• John Lyles showed some West
Coast Radio Handbooks that are alternatives to the AARL radio handbooks.
The best of show went to John Anthes.
On new and old business, John
Estock voiced concern that some club
members have hearing problems and
we should consider using a PA system. The spring club picnic will be
held in May at John Anthes’ house.
Peter Menning is planning an open
house of Don’s house at 2700 Ross
Ave SE from 4 to 10 on Feb 29th.
The theme for our March club meeting will be Deco radios, chrome radios and intricate wood radios.

NMRCC 2020 MEETINGS
January 12th ‘FM tuners
February 9th. Tube boxes, old radio books
and text books, documents (manufacturer newsletters), and advertising items related to radios
and broadcasting
March 8th 1930s art deco radios, chrome
chassis and intricate wood design radios
April 19th . Old computers, calculators, slide
rules, and associated items
May 10th Spring Picnic&sale – (J.Anthes’s)
June 14th Unusual Devices/Stump the Experts
- Unusual tubes, light bulbs, transistors, and
radio parts. Also, who can identify that strange
gizmo you found, or explain how an unusual
object works?
July 12th Radio Repair Workshop with Les
Davidson AA%s
August 9th Wild Card Sunday
September 13th Radios with odd construction
October 11th Fall Ribeye Steak Picnic
(Wilson’s)
November 08th Radio Repair Workshop
with Richard Majestic AA12s
December 13th Holiday Party & sale at
Mark topo’s home

Mark T and
James P

NMRCC Officers for 2017
•

David Wilson: President

•

Mark Toppo: Vice President

•

Richard Majestic: Treasurer

•

[open] Secretary C. Burch acting

•

Membership Randy Gray

•

Ron Monty Director

•

Ray Truijillo Director

•

John Anthes Director

•

John Hannahs

•

Richard Majestic: Newsletter Editor
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A few of the NMRCC club members behind the auction items at the Feb 2020 meeting. Tube boxes and old radio literature was the topic.

Above R.Majestic’s GGrunow tube collection NOS in boxes.
Below J.Anthes’ leDeforest’s radio with auditron detector tube
And some more auction stuff.
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FROM THE PESIDENT’S DESK

I would like to thank our members who attended the
February meeting. It was one for the record books
regarding attendance. We had a lot of guests and
retuning old members plus some of the officers
from the Quelab in attendance. There were close 40
people at the meeting. I would like to encourage
everyone to keep bring and inviting your friends to
our monthly meetings. Our club’s future is dependant on growth in new memberships and we had
some new members sign up this month as a result of
new people coming to these meetings.

Continued from page seven . I purchased a Philharmonic Beam of Light console in the Warrington
cabinet over 15 years ago and I acquired an AW 15
in an Acousticraft cabinet a couple years ago. I’m a
member of the Radio Collectors of New Mexico and
we have some members with some serious Scott
collections so I’ve had the good fortune to be able
to spend some time listening and comparing the
may of the Scott model with the McMurdos and
event the Zenith Stratosphere models. My professional background is Advertising and Public Relations so, I have also have real interest in marketing

Our monthly auctions continue to grow with lots of
good radios and test equipment showing up. This is
a great opportunity for our new members to acquire
radios and test equipment. Our members are putting
on some really great presentations on during the
meetings, which really make our meetings really
enjoyable. Thank you everyone who takes the time
to do one of these informative presentations!

behind these great chrome chassis radios.

I would like to thank Chuck Burch for all his hard
work in pulling our meeting minutes together and
his recent stories he has written for our newsletter.
We badly need new content for the newsletter and
Chuck has really stepped up to help out in that area.
I would also like to thank Richard Majestic for his
continued dedication to putting our monthly newsletters together. It’s a bunch of work! Lets all chip
in with contribute our own personal radio stories for
the newsletter to help Richard out.

the radio, no owners manual or factory schematics

The reason for my post today is to see if the members can help understand more about Scott’s obscure AW 27. I’ve learned from all the great information posted hear that there are around 20 of
these radios found at this time. There is no known
AW 27 Scott promotion ads, brochures featuring
known to exist as well. I have also learned the following here from reading through the Scott Archive newsletters and reviewing a newsletter article
on the production of the Zenith Stratosphere on
another site here over the weekend:
There are several events that seem to happen that
leading up to the AW 27 coming on to the scene in
1936. In 1935 E.H. Scott steps up his marketing

David Wilson

efforts with the company’s introduction of the AW
23 receiver and their Quaranta hi-fi system, shown
to the public for the first time a the grand opening
of Scott’s listening solon in Rockefeller Center at
the end of 1935.
It is worth noting here that in 1935 Scott only real
competition in the custom built radio market came
from the company’s established revel McMurdo
and their McMurdo IV introduce about the same
time as the AW 23. 1935 was also the Zenith Radio Corporation’s first full year of marketing their
new entry into the custom built chrome chassis
market with their 25-tube, 1000 Z Stratosphere
radio receiver. Zenith did not get they’re less expensive 16-A-61 and 16-A-63, 16-tube Stratosphere radios to market until the fall of 1935. We
learn from Martin Blankenships fascinating story
published on the Zenith Stratosphere in 2007 issue

Sparton 558 Sled
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of the HILARA newsletter that it was Scott’s success with their
AW 12 in April of 1933, as Scott went into full promotion mode
during the 1933-34 Chicago Worlds Fair, that sent the President
of Zenith, Commander McDonald into motion to direct his company to develop custom built radios to compete in the custom
built radio segment of the radio market. McDonald was tiring of
attending social functions in Chicago and Scott being the talked
up as the world finest radio. Approximately 20 months later
Zenith would ship their first 1000 Z for sale on December 15,
1934, totally missing any opportunity real of capitalizing on the
Christmas selling season, at time when radio sales were at its
highest.
All this above sets the stage for some interesting observations
from what I’ve learned from reading the newsletters here on
this site. A year after the introduction of the Zenith Stratosphere
in December of 1935 Scott would their New York, City listing
solon in Rockefeller Center, where their was as captive population of 100,000 people, may with well paying jobs in a Depression . The solon was set up demonstrate the AW 23 in the many
different cabinet styles. Also, Scott had on display their Quaranta speaker console and chassis consoles at the opening of the
solon. Once again, like in 1933, Scott has a big marketing push
going on to promote their newest Allwave receiver. The Quaranta on display made for good publicity setting Scott in
a league far above its competitors.
In April of 1936, Scott would introduce their Allwave 27 at about the same time they opened their Los Angeles listening Studio/Solon and service laboratory. During this opening a California customer’s 40-tube Scott Quaranta is on
display, like at the New York solon opening. At this opening AW 23 models were on display and most likely the AW
27 because they were introduced in April of 1936 according to the Clark, King and Poland’s “E.H. Scott Collectors
Guide. Scott had his third Quaranta being assembled in his LA studios lab, which he shows his visiting guests according to their May 1936 Newletter. The new Studio/Solon was strategically located near the upscale West Hollywood, Beverly Hills districts. According to the newsletter the Scott grand opening was well attended by Hollywood
directors, producers and actors. These Hollywood elites were part of Scott’s target audience and the company’s
highly focused marketing strategy to sell their newly expanded higher-end custom built hi-fi radio systems, that
went beyond marketing their regular Scott Allwave 23 radio sets. Interestingly enough an AW 27 shows up in Scotts
January 1937 Scott Newsletter on a page titled “IN THE FINER HOMES YOU WILL FIND SCOTT.” On that page is an AW
27 in a Ravinia Grande cabinet shown to be in the home of Hollywood actress Winnie Lightner.
With all of this said, my questions to members here on this blog are as follows: Are their any other images or mentions of the AW 27 in Scott Newsletters like the Winnie Lightner AW 27? It looks like AW 27 was created by Scott as
and up sell in 1936 that Scott used in their newly created Scott listening solons on the east and west costs. This
could explain why there is no Scott promotional material on the AW 27 in existence at this time. If there were material they were not wildly circulated like on the AW 23. Scott may have only sent letters to solon customers leads. This
may have been a way to something put more custom touch in these wealthier clients Scott was trying to target with
their solons. Zenith had a very high-end brochure produced for it’s 1000 Z Stratosphere, whit tissue overlays, a
glued in real color photograph printed on paper stock that would rival the most expensive wedding invitation. The
only 1000 Z brochure I’ve ever seen is the one I own. Zenith sent out letter with photos to like Scott did. Maybe Scott
did the same for their AW 27. Thanks for your help end ~David Wilson Do any members here on this site have any
Scott correspondence in their collections that mentions the AW 27 that could help shed any light on the subject on
how this AW 27 were promoted to customers? Also, what is the source for the April 1936 introduction date for the
AW 27 published in the E.H. Scott Radio Collectors Guide?
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tissue overlays, a glued in real color photograph
printed on paper stock that would rival the most expensive wedding invitation. The only 1000 Z brochure I’ve ever seen is the one I own. Zenith sent out
letter with photos to like Scott did. Maybe Scott did

Son of a gun! - I had never noticed the AW-27 in Ravenia

the same for their AW 27.

Grande cabinet (pictured page 6) in the January 1937

Do any members here on this site have any Scott

I would comment that photos in the Scott News involving

correspondence in their collections that mentions

customer sets may be many months old. The mirror glass

the AW 27 that could help shed any light on the sub-

Bismarck cabinet also pictured I seem to recall some-

ject on how this AW 27 were promoted to custom-

where else. The Byfield custom cabinet pictured holds an

ers? Also, what is the source for the April 1936 in-

AW-12 or AW-15, from at least 2 years earlier..

troduction date for the AW 27 published in the E.H.

The Jan 1936 issue appears to include a custom (40 tube)

Scott Radio Collectors Guide?

Scott News, and I have that issue.

Quaranta, or at least the custom speaker cabinet for it..

Sorry for the length of this post in order to get to
these questions, I though the members here would
be interest this subject since so little is know known
about these great radios.

▶ Reply

•

Thanks for your help!
David Wilson

Permalink Reply by David Wilson 19 hours ago

Reply by David Wilson yesterday

Winnie Lightner's AW 27 published in the Jan 1936

David .... your comment raises another question that
comes to mind. I came across this image in my research.
It's another AW 27 in the Ravinia Grand cabinet and it has a

Attachments:

AW 27 Winnie Lightner.jpeg, 74 KB

mirror on the lid. Do you think that is original or something someone added?

Attachments:

▶ Reply

Scott AW 27 mirror.jpg, 74 KB

•

First of all, I want to thank you all for your contributions here
on this blog in the way of comments and content listed in .
Continued on page four

Permalink Reply by David C. Poland 19 hours ago
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The New Mexico Radio Collectors Club is a non-profit organization founded
in 1994 in order to enhance the enjoyment of collecting and preservation of
radios for all its members.
NMRCC meets the second Sunday of the month at The Quelab at 680 Haines
Ave NW , Albuquerque NM Tailgate sale at 1:00PM meetings start at 2:00
pm. Visitors Always Welcomed.
NEW MEXICO RADIO
COLLECTORS CLUB

New Mexico Radio Collectors Club
Richard Majestic (Membership inquiries)
5460 Superstition Drive
Las Cruces NM 88011
E-Mail: ronmonty@comcast.net
Phone: 505 281-5067
E-Mail: rmajestic@msn.com
Phone: 575 521-0018

NMRCC NEWSLETTER
THIS PUBLICATION IS THE MONTHLY NEWSLETTER OF THE NEW
MEXICO RADIO COLLECTORS CLUB. INPUT FROM ALL MEMBERS
ARE SOLICITED AND WELCOME ON 20 TH OF THE PRECEDING
MONTH. RICHARD MAJESTIC PRO-TEMP NEWSLETTER EDITOR,
SEND ALL SUBMISSIONS IN WORD FORMAT, PICTURES IN *.JPG
FORMAT TO: RMAJESTIC@MSN.COM

USPS Stamp

FOR INFORMATION CHECK THE INTERNET

http://www.newmexicoradiocollectorsclub.com/

Before and after of the 1938 Astatic phono cartridge repair in the AW-27
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